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Purpose 
I 

Discussion 

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum , / 

creation planners, landscape architects, and other Forest Service resource managets ' 3 j 

are interested in providing high quality recreation settings, experiences, and benefits Par 
their constituents. This is accomplished, in part, by linking the Scenery Management . s  += . 
System and the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) System. In addition, providing ?i 
a single constituent inventory and analysis for both systems is helpful in coordinating 3 
management practices. 
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The ROS SysWh OF~B dewloped in the late 1970's. The Forest Service issued 4 
guidelines for implementing the ROS System in 1980, almost a decade after .p  . 
implementing Tire Y"rstral Management System. Since 1980, the Recreation 14 ' '* 
Opportunity Spectrum has matured to become a very useful planning and G o 

management tool in the Forest Service. It has been adopted for use in several States, 23 ' the first two being Oregon and Washington, where it is linked to the State - a 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCOW). 3 .  
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System measures the degree of deviation from the t%i&g ': 

w), the relative importance of scenery (Conam 
Levels), d r$(s rrzlractiveness for specific land areas; 911 of which are tktors 
important to tho mmganmt of recreation se#ings. 

The infonnrbla fbr the "evidence of humans" inventory for the ROS sysaerlr 
of deviations from existing landscape characw for 
filrr the Scenery Management System. 

The constituent d y &  Mmat ion  used to determine concern levels for swma'y cars 4 
also be used to determint wles concern for specific rareation settings and st%&& 
characteristics. 
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